
Betty Wagner holds Gina Lennon as she visits with Dr . 
and Mrs . Morris Gold . 

THREES TO SIXES 
The philosophy of this panel was summed 

up by Judy Good, mother of eight and a 
doctor's wife: 

When we plant a flower seed, we give it sunshine 
and water and we don't try to take hold of it and pull 
it up to make it grow faster. Nor do we try to take a 
flower bud and open it up with .. ur fingers. And it should 
be the same way with a child . Take care of his physical 
needs, protect him, nourish him with love, and let him 
grow at his own rate. 

Don't confuse this with doing nothing, because every 
moment we are teaching. We teach by showing and by 
doing--not by shoving. Eating, toilet habits, good man
ners, respect for others' property , self-control, we teach 
in our everyday life. We don't have to cram it down 
our child's throat--and it's much mor~ effectively learned 
if we don't try to. 

GROWING IN FATHERHOOD 
was the subject tackled by this distinguished panel (left to 
right), Dr. and Mrs . Hugh Riordan and Dr . and Mrs . Mark 
Thoman, with Paul Doucette in the background and "Tommy" 
Tompson in the foreground . 

Frits Mijer, M.D., Denver pediatrician and 
expert on infectious diseases, echoed the policy 
of watchful waiting. He cautioned parents not 
to be too hasty to "do" something about imag
ined problems. Feet that turn in, eyes that 
cross, tonsils that are large frequently correct 
themselves as the child passes through this 
stage, and the conservative course is always 
safer. He especially warned against abuse 
of antibiotics. The use of these drugs for in
fections against which they 're ineffective can 
cause a sensitivity which may not manifest 
itself until years later . 

A comforting note for anxious parents was 

Frits Mijer, M.D. 

sounded by Robert Mendelsohn, M.D. He 
stated that, in his experience, "what happens 
to a kid doesn 't really depend much on single 
incidents and how they 're handled or mis
handled . If a parent does something that he 
later thinks is wrong, it doesn't leave a perm
anent mark. The thing that really determines 
how children grow up is what kind of family 
they are born int~ and how that family be
haves. If the family is intact and well-function
ing and everybody gets along pretty well with 
everybody else, the child has a pretty good 
chance of making it." 

Judy stated that the most valuable, but 
most difficult, lesson a mother learns is to re
lax and be easy-going. As her teen-agers put 
it, "Don't sweat," or as a prospective son-in
law , a paratrooper, says, "Hang loose." 
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CONVENTION QUOTE 

I have a vision of La Leche League becoming one of the most important social action organ
izations in this country.--Robert Mendelsohn, M.D. 

~ 

MOTHERS AND DOCTORS 
Urbane, articulate, and very much in earn

est, Robert Mendelsohn, M.D ., had a lot to 
say at the Convention about the relation of 
La Leche League to the medical profession and 
about the great importance of the League to 
our country . 

Mary Ann Kerwin, Max Bartlett, M.D. and Mary White. 

He is quite forthright in stating that he has 
found that medical "experts" in child develop
ment have frequently been wrong, and that 
doctors can learn much from their patients. 
He would like to see an improvement of com
munications between physicians and the League 
and other social action organizations . 

Speaking of the attempt to involve mothers 
in poverty areas, both white and non-white, in 
the League, he said, "Breastfeeding, natural 
childbirth, and other League concepts may 
prove to be the areas of consensus, the rally
ing points, the central focus around which a 
coalition of rich and poor, black and white, 
mothers, fathers, children, grandparents , can 
form and can effectively move toward ac
complishing their goals." 

Along with other members of the League's 
Medical Advisory Board, he is anxious to 
improve the caliber of teaching in medical 
schools with respect to breastfeeding. 

Dr. Mendelsohn would also like to see a 
list of physicians who are in accord with 
League philosophy, so that there could be 

more intercommunication between them. Such 
a list, he pointed out, would also be useful 
to mothers moving into a new area and 
searching for an obstetrician, pediatrician, or 
family physician. He suggested that local LLL 
groups could send in to the League office the 
names of doctors in their area who would 
belong on this list. 

Dr. and Mrs. RobertS , Mendelsohn. 

International officers told him that, while 
it would not be practical or advisable for the 
League to publish such a list, the office does 
maintain an informal file of doctors who have 
been warmly recommended by League mothers 
as especially cordial to League principles and 
helpful to mothers trying to carry them out. 
Inquiries from mothers who have moved to a 
new area can often be answered with informa
tion from tliis file , though in most cases the 
mother is able to obtain much more informa
tion from the other mothers in the local La 
Leche group. 

Dodors and mothers who collaborated on the panel "Sixes 
through Teens": E. Robbins Kimball, M.D., Mary Walsh, 

Herbert Ratner, M.D., Betty Wagner, and Kathryne Sampeck. 
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